Sex differences in neural mechanisms underlying implicit symmetry processing.
Some species, including humans, prefer symmetrical to asymmetrical patterns. Preferences for symmetrical stimuli could have arisen in both sexes because specialized systems developed to detect and identify symmetrical stimuli, which are more likely to be figure than background. Females, it has been suggested, prefer symmetry because it may provide a cue to biological fitness when choosing a mate. Using functional magnetic resonance imaging, we found sex differences in neural activity when subjects distinguished figure from ground in abstract patterns whose component shapes differed in colour, brightness, and symmetry/asymmetry. Although no participant explicitly reported using symmetry as a decision criterion, women showed more neural activity than men in visual processing areas when the display contained a symmetrical shape. This enhanced activity in occipital cortex (middle and superior occipital gyrus) occurred bilaterally in women irrespective of whether they chose the symmetrical element in the display as the figure. Contrariwise, men showed a significant neural response in right temporal (superior temporal gyrus) and left parietal cortex (inferior parietal cortex/temporo-parietal junction) only when they chose a symmetrical element as the figure. The female brain thus appears to register symmetry automatically as a stimulus attribute, while the differential neurophysiological response of the male brain is dependent upon an explicit behavioural response to symmetry (choosing the symmetrical part of the display as figure), even if the criterion for choice (symmetry) is not reported verbally.